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Effects of Cover Soil Thickness on 
Revegetation of 

Acidic Appalachian Coal Refuse

W. Lee Daniels

Revegetation Issues
• Very few coal refuse disposal facilities have 

stored sufficient topsoil or suitable spoil 
materials to cover these piles for 
revegetation.

• Current federal and state regulations allow 
direct seeding, but only with sufficient 
proof of concept and appropriate testing of 
the refuse materials.
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Original Research Objectives

• To evaluate the minimal topsoil depth 
necessary for the successful reclamation 
of acid-forming coal refuse materials.

• To determine the effect of lime additions 
to the refuse/topsoil contact zone upon 
minimal topsoil depth requirements for 
successful reclamation of coal waste piles.
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Table 1. Percent ground cover at JSR in September 
1987. Mean values for limed vegetation followed by a * 
are significantly different than their corresponding un-
limed depth class.

97.592.597.597.562.55.0No 
Lime

10095.092.595.092.5*25.0*Lime

------------------% Cover -------------------------------------

120906030150

Topsoil Depth (cm)
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Table 2. Percent ground cover in August 1987 at 
BMR. Mean values for limed  vegetation followed 
by a * are significantly different than their 
corresponding un-limed depth class.

77.590.065.085.047.537.5No 
Lime

95.085.082.575.062.5*55.0*Lime

---------------------% Cover ------------------------

120906030150
Topsoil Depth (cm)
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Topsoil thickness trials being installed in Wise Co. Soil cover was 
varied from 0 to 1 m with and without 25 Mg/ha lime at contact.
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Table 3. Percent ground cover in September 1986 at RRA. Mean 
values for limed vegetation  followed by a * are significantly 
different than their corresponding un-limed depth class.

92.577.592.585.075.080.0WestNo 

92.585.082.582.582.575.0WestLime

95.075.082.570.072.567.5EastNo 

87.572.565.057.562.580.0EastLime

87.577.550.042.532.562.5NorthNo 

85.085.045.035.067.5*62.5NorthLime

82.592.562.590.082.577.5SouthNo 

97.597.597.5*10097.5*90.0*SouthLime

---------------------------------------% Cover------------------------------------

120906030150Aspect
Topsoil Depth (cm)

Table 4. Mean percent ground cover versus 
topsoil depth across all wedges at RRA in 
September 1987.  Mean values for limed 
vegetation followed by a * are significantly 
different than their corresponding un-limed 
depth class.

90.080.671.971.865.671.9No 
Lime

90.685.072.268.777.876.9Lime

---------------------% Cover ---------------------------

120906030150
Topsoil Depth (cm)
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After two years, 
trenches were ripped up 
the limed and non-
limed sides of each 
wedge to observe 
rooting vs. subsoil 
properties.

Note very limited 
growth on bare waste, 
but rapid increase in 
cover and vigor with 
very limited (15 cm) soil 
covers with lime at 
soil/refuse contact.
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Coal Waste Revegetation Criteria 
Daniels et al., 2000, Agronomy Mono # 41

• Where liming is practical (PA < 50 Mg/ha and 
slopes < 25%), direct seeding is feasible with 
heavy P (400 kg/ha) and mulch applications, and 
via the use of acid/salt tolerant species like 
Festuca rubra, etc.

• Additional organic amendment with biosolids or 
composts is highly recommended at > 100 Mg/ha, 
incorporated.
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Effects of 10 Mg/ha Lime plus 
50 Mg/ha Papermill Sludge on 
Acidic Coal Refuse

Wise Co. coal refuse with P.A. = -15 tons/1000.

33% volumetric addition of 
alkaline fly ash to acidic coal 
refuse.
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Conclusions
The long-term stabilization and revegetation of 

acid-forming coal refuse materials continues to 
be the single most challenging revegetation 
problem in the Appalachian coal fields.

Regardless of the long term implementation of 
SMCRA, most coal refuse disposal facilities do 
not have sufficient topsoil or topsoil substitute 
resources on hand to meet the mandated 1.2 m 
topsoil cover requirements.  Therefore, 
reasonable and verifiable procedures for 
determining essential cover depths were 
required.

Conclusions
Implementation of the topsoil 

wedge design at three locations 
over a range of coal refuse 
acidity conditions generated a 
multi-year research data set for 
this purpose. 
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Conclusions
By coupling these data with a number 

of common-sense observational 
findings, we generated a viable and 
proven effective strategy for 
determining minimal topsoil 
thickness requirements for a range 
of coal refuse conditions. 
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